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XOX Gebäck GmbH

XOX Baguette Snack Bruscetta 150g

XOX offers a mediterranean holiday feeling in handy snack form for a cosy evening
at home, a picnic together o ras a snack side dish for barbecues. The authentic
baguette shape rounds off the mediterranean snack experience. Delicious wheat
snack with bruscetta flavor.

Japan Snack Wasabi
XOX brings the popular Japanese wasabi flavour in a new snack format. The snack
reflects the Japanese feeling both the Japanese feeling in both flavour and shape.
This is because the triple mixture of classic Japanese shapes re made from real
rice. XOX Asia Japan snacks extend the popular XOX Asia range with three delicious
flavours and guarantee a flavourful trip to Japan. Delicious wasabi-flavoured corn-
rice-potato snack.

XOX Taco Sticks Salt 150g
The innovation of the year: XOX Tacco Sticks 150g, a new interpretation of the
classic tacos for dipping in three different flavours salt, paprika and nacho cheese.
Thanks to their spoon shape, they are perfect for dipping and are particularly
crispy with a full corn flavour, because the whole kernel is used. The Tacco sticks
go perfectly with the delicious XOX salsa, cheese and chimichurri dips.

XOX Popcorn sweet & salty 200g
Sweet meets salty: Our new XOX Popcorn sweet & salty combines the two flavours
in one delicious snack. This makes the snack perfect for all popcorn lovers, who
enjoy the combination of sweet popcorn with a salty flavour. Opposites attract
each other and result in a true masterpiece and the ideal addition to the XOX
popcorn range.
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